Distributed Ledger, Inc (DLI) was founded to utilize Blockchain Technologies and its many applications to solve problems that traditional institutions are incapable of addressing. We know that by implementing this new peer to peer paradigm that we are changing the world by decentralizing outdated systems and, in the process empowering individuals in ways that were unheard of just a few years ago. Our purpose is to solve networking and database problems associated with trust, cost, data accuracy, transaction times, scalability, and security.

We design and build applications and invest in exciting blockchain technologies which exhibit purpose and potential to solve significant problems in practically every type of business including; Banking, Medical/HealthCare, Pharmaceuticals, Heavy Industry, Transportation/Shipping, Logistics/Supply Chain, Defense Systems, Municipalities/Record Recording, Manufacturing, and the Internet of Things, just to scratch the surface.

Our team has extensive expertise in the following areas:

- Distributed Ledger Technologies
- High Performance Computing
- Programming and Development
- Blockchain Design
- Linux Systems
- Advanced Architectures
- Financial Tech
- Cloud Services
- Mining/Pools

There are currently several hundred blockchain nodes within DLI designed public and private blockchains. We have developed automated trading systems, decentralized exchanges, blockchain applications, management platforms, advanced mining software, highly scalable mining pools, and successful projects based on many well know architectures such as HyperLedger, Dash, Ethereum, Monero, Stellar, and others.

If you have an interest in exploring the potential of Blockchain and Distributed Ledger capabilities we will be pleased to help you with a discovery and talk about how these technologies can help your business or municipality leverage this total shift in paradigm by implementing and applying the most disruptive technology in many years, and maybe a lifetime.

info@distributedledgerinc.com
www.distributedledgerinc.com